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This little mouse was definitely not an ordinary groundhog. The two of them had a greedy look in their 

eyes. Perhaps this spiritual beast had signed an equal contract. As long as they killed Yun Chujiu, it 

would be theirs! The two of them attacked Yun chujiu again. This time, they were on guard. The roar of 

the three-tailed Fox King of Lie Yan had little effect on them, however, the fireball of the three-tailed Fox 

King of Lie Yan could still help Yun chujiu share some of the burden. Not to mention, there was also Xiao 

Hei, who appeared and disappeared underground! One of them was fighting with Yun chujiu when one 

of his feet suddenly sank into the ground. Then, there was a sharp pain. That person finally managed to 

pull his foot out, but the three-tailed Fox King of Lie Yan threw a fireball at him, that person had no 

choice but to put out the fire in a sorry state, and Xiao Hei’s rat claws arrived.. The situation immediately 

became that Yun Chujiu was dealing with a masked man, and Xiao Hei and the three-tailed Fox King of 

Lie Yan were dealing with another masked man. In this way, Yun chujiu immediately felt a lot more 

relaxed. Although the spiritual power of the masked man was two or three levels higher than hers, Yun 

Chujiu’s purple needles appeared and disappeared mysteriously. That person was soon defeated and 

killed by Yun Chujiu! The remaining masked man was also tormented by Xiao Hei and lie Yan. Yun chujiu 

freed her hands and killed him in a few rounds. Yun chujiu rummaged through the four bodies and 

indeed found the Yin family’s token. She sneered, put away the four bodies and continued to walk 

forward. After walking for more than ten miles, she met four masked men again. They must have split 

up into four groups to search for Yun Chujiu’s whereabouts. Yun chujiu used the same trick again and 

killed the four men. At this time, the sky was getting dark. Yun chujiu found a cave, so she decided to 

spend the night here. Yun Chujiu was afraid of being discovered by the masked men, so she took off the 

spirit-concealing ring. She did not light a fire and carefully hid her aura. Yun Chujiu had a simple dinner 

and lay on the ground to rest. At this moment, the ground trembled slightly. Yun chujiu was shocked. 

Someone must have come. It was too late for Yun Chujiu to go out. Fortunately, there was a protruding 

rock in the cave, and Yun Chujiu hid behind the rock. Yun chujiu poked her head out and saw that there 

were still four people who came in. The four of them took off their facial scarves, lit a bonfire, took out 

some food and wine, and chatted as they ate. “Damn it! I don’t know where that stinky girl went. I’ve 

been looking for her for a few days, but I’ve never seen her dead or body. What Bad Luck!” “Yeah, the 

boss still insisted on US looking for her. Where can we find her? Maybe she was swallowed by some 

Demon Beast, so she didn’t even leave her body behind.” Yun Chujiu’s heart stirred. She took out the 

recording stone and continued to listen. “Brother Ma, actually, I still don’t understand. It’s just a smelly 

girl. Is there a need for us, the elites of the Yin family, to deal with her?” “I heard that that little girl has 

caused quite a lot of trouble for fourth elder. There’s also the eldest miss, second miss, and eldest young 

master who have all suffered at the hands of that smelly girl.” “Really, fake? isn’t fourth elder at the 

level of a spirit paragon? How could he be played around by a little girl at the second level of the Spirit 

Sect?” “That little girl probably has a lot of tricks up her sleeve, and I heard that she’s the daughter of 

the palace master’s wife. Naturally, she has something to rely on.” “According to what you said, if we kill 

that smelly girl, won’t the Palace of longevity cause trouble for our Yin Clan?” “Tch!”! What could a 

daughter of an old friend do to our Yin Clan? Although the palace of longevity had a special status, our 

Yin clan didn’t give it away for free. Besides, they wouldn’t be able to catch any evidence. “Didn’t the 



boss say that those people would send a letter back and forth? By the time they arrived, it would be at 

least three days later. By then, we would have already left. Who would they look for?”? “Ah!” “That’s 

true. That little girl is quite good-looking. If she’s not dead, it wouldn’t be a bad idea to get her to play 

with.” .. 

 


